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THE NEW TIMBER HAWK® CARGO DUFFLE  
 

Finally, a Heavy Duty Duffle that Won’t Break Your Back, or the Bank! 
 

Hunters have a lot of gear.  Whether we are just going out for a morning hunt or traveling across the country for a 
week in the woods, we seldom arrive with a shortage of stuff.  Timber Hawk® knows this and created the Cargo 
Duffle to meet our equipment hauling needs.  This large bag is sure to become a favorite whether using it to organize 
gear in your truck or packing for the hunt of a lifetime.  
 
The Timber Hawk Cargo Duffle is available in Mossy Oak® or Realtree® APX camo patterns and is constructed of a 
durable outer shell that will stand up to the rigors only a hunter could put it through.  The wrap-around carry handles 
are bar-tacked in eight places ensuring they stay in place regardless of how full you pack it.  The adjustable, 
removable shoulder strap can also be used to strap it to a rolling suitcase.  In addition to the standard carry handles, 
Timber Hawk added side carry handles to the Cargo Duffle.  These straps, sewn and tacked to each end are perfect 
for pulling the bag from the back of a truck or getting it off that annoying luggage carousel.   
 
The Timber Hawk Cargo Duffle measures 24" long by 12" high by 12" wide, with a total volume of 4,025 cubic inches.  
It features a large U-shaped main compartment, which makes packing and unpacking a breeze.  There is a small 
front zipper pocket perfect for licenses or travel documents.  Each end of the duffle has full width side pockets 
designed for stashing smaller items or clothing you may want quick and easy access to. For even more organization, 
a detachable travel pouch is included with each Cargo Duffle.  All of the pockets feature zipper closure.  The zippers 
each have large string pulls, making them easy to use, even with gloves on.   
 
Most duffle bags are too small to carry the gear a hunter needs, or so big they quickly become over-stuffed and hard 
to manage. The Timber Hawk Cargo Duffle solves that problem by hitting both the perfect size and just as important 
—	  a reasonable price point. As a hunter on-the-go, you can use two of these great bags without breaking the bank, 
or your back. All in all, it’s the perfect companion for all your gear storage needs.  Timber Hawk has a reputation for 
making rugged and durable packs and the Cargo Duffle continues this tradition.  
 
For more information on the Timber Hawk Cargo Duffle or one of Timber Hawk’s other innovative hunting packs 
contact Timber Hawk at 1919 Vineburn Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. 90032 •	  Telephone: (801) 597-0087 •	  Or go to 
http://www.timberhawk.com. 
 
“Like us" on FACEBOOK for the latest company and product news.  Follow Timber Hawk on TWITTER and 
INSTAGRAM 
 
Editor’s Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com 
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